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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview 

1. The project will contribute to increasing access to grid-electricity in Cambodia. The 
outcome of the project is expanded supply of reliable and cost-effective grid-electricity in 
Kampong Thom, Kampong Cham, Siem Reap, Kandal and Banteay Meanchey province. The 
project has three components: (1) Expanded Medium Voltage Sub-Transmission Network; (2) 
Project Implementation Support; and (3) Improved Operational Effectiveness and Efficiency of 
EDC. This document relates primarily to components 1 and 2 above. 

2. The Resettlement (Assistance) Plan (RP) relates to the three core sub-projects in 
Kampong Thom, Kampong Cham and Siem Reap province that have been full appraised under 
the project. The preparation of RPs for additional sub-projects in Kandal and Banteay Meanchey 
province will be guided by the Resettlement (Assistance) Framework (RF) which has also been 
prepared.  

B. Purpose of the Resettlement (Assistance) Plan 

3. The purpose of this RP is to ensure that the rights and obligations of all parties are 
clearly understood and agreed. By clearly defining the compensation framework, the RP will 
ensure that entitlements are known and understood by all parties, that the implementation 
process is clear, and that a Grievance Redress Mechanism exists. 

4. The document provides clarity so that the interests of all parties are protected and that 
the project is delivered in an efficient and equitable way. The parties protected by this RP 
include: 

• People with a demonstrated reliance on livelihood (income generating) trees along the 
project alignment; 

• People who may lose private land as a result of the project; 
• Local authorities and community leaders; 
• EDC; 
• Construction contractors. 

 
C. Scope and Objectives of the Resettlement (Assistance) Plan 

5. This RP assesses the resettlement impacts associated with the construction and 
operation of the 22 kV sub-transmission network components of the project.  

6. The RP is intended to meet the requirements of Cambodian Law as described in Section 
2 and meet the requirements of the Asian Development Bank for Category B projects as 
described in the Asian Development Bank Safeguard Policy Statement, June 2009.  

7. The objectives of the RP are to: 

• Assess the potential impacts on livelihood assets (mainly trees) in the project areas;  

• Propose appropriate mitigation and assistance measures that will avoid adverse 
impacts to the population affected. 
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8. The RP is based on social surveys, secondary sources of information, field inspection, 
discussions with EDC staff and information gathered during stakeholder consultations. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF SUB-PROJECTS 

A. Project Scope and Location 

9. The 22 kV sub-transmission lines will be connected from grid-substations in provincial 
towns to the existing and new low-voltage distribution and service lines owned and operated by 
private rural electricity enterprises (REEs).  
 
10. EDC will own, operate and maintain the 22 kV sub-transmission lines installed under the 
project. The ownership and the responsibility for operating and managing the low-voltage 
distribution network will remain with the respective REEs and EDC will supply electricity to REEs 
under a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA). 
 
11. The Project will finance the construction of 2,110 kilometer (km) of new 3 phase 22 kV 
overhead sub-transmission lines including short lengths of 22 kV underground cable, the 
installation of 22 kV/0.4 kV distribution transformers, advanced electronic metering for all 
distribution transformers, auto reclosing circuit breakers and automatic voltage regulators to 
improve reliability and voltage performance.  
 
12. The following three subprojects have been fully appraised: 
 

i) Subproject 1: 625 circuit-kilometer (cct-km) in Kampong Thom Province  
ii) Subproject 2: 184 cct-km in Kampong Cham Province 
iii) Subproject 3: 866 cct-km in Siem Reap Province 

 
13. The following subprojects will be fully appraised during implementation:  

iv) Subproject 4: 263 cct-km in Kandal Province 
v) Subproject 5: 173 cc-km in Banteay Meanchey Province 

 
14. Figures 1 and 2 present the overview of the MV line routes of the three core sub-
projects.  
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Figure 1: Proposed 22 kV Sub-transmission Alignment in Kampong Thom and Kampong Cham 
Provinces, Subproject 1 and 2 
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Figure 2: Proposed 22 kV Sub-transmission Alignment in Siem Reap Province, Subproject 3 
 
 
15. The MV lines will pass along existing roads within the existing right-of-way of the rural 
roads and will be strung from concrete poles located approximately 60-80m apart with each pole 
requiring approximately 0.2 square meter of land (see Figure 3). Any transformer required will 
be pole-mounted which will avoid any land requirement. During the final design of the MV lines, 
they will be sited to avoid houses and livelihood assets to the maximum extent possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3:  Overview of MV and LV Lines 
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B. Construction Activities 

16. Construction will involve mainly manual activities and will be confined to small-scale 
works including transporting poles to the road side, erection of poles, stringing of conductors 
and erection of pole mounted transformers where required. No excavation is required other than 
auguring a hole for the pole footing. Removal or trimming of some roadside trees may be 
required to ensure appropriate safety clearances for the power lines. 

III. OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES 

A. Objectives  
17. The project’s resettlement and assistance policies are to be in accordance with 
Cambodian law as well as ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009). 

18. The RP aims to ensure that the losses incurred by affected people are redressed such 
that Affected Persons share project benefits and are not worse off than they would have been 
without the project.  

B. Principles 
19. A key area of difference in relation to the comparison between Cambodian Law and the 
requirements of ADB’s SPS is that MEF Decision no. 961 requires that RGC will not spend 
national budget to make payments for structures or other items located on the RGC claimed 
rights of way, i.e. ROW for roads and railroads. The requirements of Cambodian Law and ADB 
policy are in contrast on this point as ADB’s policy requires that anybody who experiences a loss 
of an asset or income source as a result of an ADB funded project will receive full and fair 
assistance for that loss, regardless of title. 

20. In seeking ADB funding, RGC and EDC agree to comply with the core safeguard 
principles of ADB, as summarized below: 

• Negotiated settlements based on meaningful consultation with affected persons, including 
those without legal title to assets offering a fair price for land and/or other assets will be 
the key approach adopted by the project. EDC will ensure that any negotiations with 
displaced persons openly address the risks of asymmetry of information and bargaining 
power of the parties. 

• When involuntary resettlement is unavoidable, the responsibility rests with the borrower 
country to follow the Bank’s policies. Where there is conflict with the Borrower’s policies 
and laws, the ADB policies shall be applied, as per the RP. The RP is viewed as a legal 
commitment in this regard. 

• Non-titled affected people, including displaced tenants, sharecroppers and squatters, are 
entitled to various options of resettlement assistance, provided they cultivated/occupied 
the land prior to the eligibility cut-off date. Resettlement assistance to non-titled affected 
people may also include replacement land, although there is no entitlement to this. The 
resettlement package may include measures to ensure that such affected people are able 
to find alternative sites or income sources, depending on their losses. 

• For non-land assets, all eligible affected people, whether titled, legalizable or non- titled, 
must be provided assistance at replacement cost, through cash or replacement assets. 
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IV. SCOPE OF IMPACTS 

A. Introduction 
21. Potential resettlement impacts are not significant as they are located with existing road 
corridors. Further, the poles will be located to avoid disturbance to land owners and the 
conductors will be fixed at 10 meters height resulting in a very low impact on vegetation and 
structures. Limited scope of construction activities involving small teams of workers, minimal use 
of powered mechanical equipment and insignificant excavation will further ensure minimal 
impacts. 

B. Assessment of Potential Impacts in the project areas  
 

22. Potential impacts will be limited to the installation of concrete poles which will use about 
(0.2) square meter of land and the stringing of conductors between poles which will require tree 
branches to be trimmed. Dependent upon tree density and final design, some trees will also 
need to be removed. Temporary, construction related impacts can be managed through 
implementation of the Environmental Management Plan. Based on the observations made 
during site visits the estimated impact of tree removal is that removal will only be required in a 
few villages or market areas and that the average number of trees that will require removal 
would be about 1 tree per 2 km. The type of productive trees identified that may require removal 
includes, mango trees, palm trees, coconut trees and of lesser importance, tamarind trees. The 
assistance in cases of removal is calculated on the basis of 5 years of production estimated to 
be on average $50 per tree for budgeting purposes. 

V. CLEARANCE FEES, GENDER AND VULNERABLE PERSONS 

A. Clearance Fees 
23. Anticipated impacts are minimal and restricted primarily to the removal of trees which 
may be used for livelihood purposes and possibly impacts on informal crops. It is not expected 
that businesses will be affected nor that acquisition of private land will be required, however to 
ensure completeness of the RP, these eventualities are addressed and provision established for 
assistance. 

24. Based on the above, it is expected that approximately 838 trees over 3 m high will be 
cleared. Economic trees that yield fruits every year or season are eligible for assistance if APs 
can demonstrate that the trees contribute to their livelihood. If reliance cannot be demonstrated, 
or if the community leadership cannot confirm the use of the tree by a particular AP, then 
assistance will not be paid. Commercial trees that have only one-time value, basically trees for 
timber and naturally grown, will not be compensated because AH can sell it at present market 
value when tree is cut.  

25. Negotiated settlements based on meaningful consultation with affected persons, 
including those without legal title to assets offering a fair price for land and/or other assets will 
be the key approach adopted by the project. EDC will ensure that any negotiations with 
displaced persons openly address the risks of asymmetry of information and bargaining power 
of the parties. Table 1 below outlines the entitlements for affected people where negotiated 
settlements cannot be reached: 
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Table 1: Matrix of clearance fees  

Entitled Persons Type & Level Of Impact Number of AHs Assistance Policy 

A. Removal of Trees/crops 

Persons who can 
demonstrate that 
trees/Crops 
contributes to their 
income and 
livelihood 

Trees located immediately in front of 
the AP’s residence and where the AP 
can demonstrate that the tree 
contributes to their income and 
livelihood. 
Crops located immediately in front of 
the AP’s residence such as informal 
paddy, vegetable gardens, fruit 
bearing shrubs and other crops which 
contribute to income and livelihood  
If reliance cannot be demonstrated, or 
if the community leadership cannot 
confirm the use of the tree/crops by a 
particular AP, then assistance will not 
be paid. 

Estimated to be 
approximately 838 

The clearance fee will 
be full replacement cost 
based on market value 
including recurring 
production for a period 
of five years without 
deduction for 
salvageable materials. 

B. Removal of structures such as shops 

Owner/renter of 
the shop 

Only where permanent removal 
required (this is considered to be 
unlikely as the MV/LV conductors will 
maintain a safe distance from shops 
and other structures) 

Unknown until design 
complete 

Relocation of structure 
or assistance in 
relocating (and 
reconstructing) the shop 
in a location agreed by 
community leadership. 

C. Permanent Land Acquisition 

Owner of private 
land 

In the unlikely event that poles need to 
be located on private property. 

Unknown until design 
is complete 

Acquisition of the 
affected land at full 
replacement cost. 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET 

26. Cost for assistance is estimated to be approximately $41,900. Table 2 presents an 
itemized cost estimate for assistance and costs to implement the RP. The budget for this 
resettlement will be covered by EDC. 

Table 2: Assistance Budget 
 
Description Unit Quantity Amount 
Land acquisition for ROW (expected to be 
very limited)    Minimal 

Unknown at 
this stage. 

Assistance for affected trees $50  Approx. 838 $41,900 
Total Resettlement Cost (TRC)     $41,900 
GRAND TOTAL     $41,900 
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27. In addition to the loss of trees, there is a small chance that some private land will need to 
be acquired and/or structures relocated. Due to the low likelihood of this occurring, such events 
would be addressed on a case by case basis and funded from the contingency. 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK 

A. Implementation Arrangement 

1. EDC 

28. EDC through its Social, Environment and Public Relations Unit is responsible for 
resettlement operations and management of the project. To achieve this, EDC will:  

• Implement this RP as approved 
• Act as internal monitor to supervise the activities regarding social impacts of the project 

including: 
o Documentation of impacts and benefits including recording and photographs of 

assets to avoid potential later grievances.   
o Informing the communities APs of their rights under the RP  
o Collect information from the APs to determine level of AP satisfaction 
o Ensure all assistance is provided to affected households before any physical impact 

is created. 
 

2. Project Implementation Consultants (PIC) 

29. One international and one national social safeguard specialists (PIC) will be engaged to 
support EDC with the preparation and implementation of social safeguard measures. The PIC 
will build capacity in EDC in relation to resettlement and compensation; ensure effective and 
timely document updating and implementation of resettlement activities. The PIC will work with 
EDC, the Contractor and local authorities to ensure the RP is updated and implemented so that 
the requirements of ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement are satisfied. The PIC will identify, and 
propose solutions to, safeguard related project risks and assist with regular reporting to ADB. 
Where negotiated settlements are achieved with APs, the PIC will document the negotiation and 
settlement processes. As a part of this documentation, the PIC will prepare a template during 
RP updating to be approved by EDC and ADB prior to commencement of work. This template 
will collect and report on information to demonstrate that negotiations with displaced persons 
openly address the risks of asymmetry of information and bargaining power of the parties to 
ensure both parties are adequately protected. 

30. The PIC will be procured using ADB individual consultant selection where a Terms of 
Reference will be agreed with ADB, the position advertised and EDC will select a preferred 
candidate from a short-list of three specialists. ADB no-objection to the appointment will be 
required.  

3. Construction Contractor 

31. The key role of the construction contractor under this RP is to ensure the design and 
alignments of the MV lines have the least possible impact on livelihoods and assets. The 
contractor will be required to work with the PIC to ensure the optimal design and construction 
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methodologies to minimize impacts are adopted. The contractor will also liaise with the PIC to 
ensure APs are well informed and compensated prior to any impacts. 

B. Implementation Process 

32. EDC will be responsible for the updating and implementation of the RP and social issues 
with support from PIC. In addition, EDC will be responsible for the ensuring that the funds for the 
assistance are available in a timely manner. Updating of RP will be based on the final detailed 
design and will be implemented before civil works in any given geographic area.  

33. The following activities will be undertaken during project implementation to ensure 
compliance with this RP and the SPS: 

i. During spotting of the pole footprints, contractor, village/commune/district leader, EDC, 
and PIC will confirm potential losses and negotiate acquisition from affected people 
based on meaningful consultation. 

ii. EDC will update and implement the RP (to be approved by ADB) prior to any civil work. 
The updating can be prepared to meet the sequencing of construction activities once 
known. The updated RP will define the process to be used for declaration of the cut-off 
date to protect EDC from non-eligible claims; 

iii. Assistance for those who may experience livelihood loss or loss of private land/assets 
will be delivered by EDC before the impact is created;  

iv. EDC will retain evidence that such assistance was provided and the affected persons 
agreed;  

v. The PIC will conduct spot checks on this process including verification of negotiated 
settlements. 

VIII. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND CONSULTATION 

A. Communication Strategy  

34. A project communication strategy will be prepared to address key project components 
and issues. This strategy will allow EDC to advise affected people and beneficiaries about the 
project, likely impacts and mitigation measures. Importantly, it will also provide the opportunity 
for EDC to build awareness in the community about electricity including aspects such as: 

i) Economic, education, health and other benefits 

ii) Costs (connection and recurring bills) 

iii) Safety issues 

iv) Creation of local development opportunities 

v) Potential community benefits 
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35. This Communication Strategy will be prepared by EDC and the Project Implementation 
Consultant (and approved by ADB) prior to the commencement of the detailed design work. 

36. RP disclosure will be achieved through the distribution of a Project Information Booklet 
translated in Khmer language (PIB) for wide distribution in the village impacted/benefited.  

B. Consultation and disclosure during RP updating 

37. EDC accompanied by the main contractor, the PIC and Village Head prepare an 
Inventory of Losses (IOL), conduct meetings at the commune level and provide copies of the 
public information booklet (PIB), which will contain details of entitlements based on the types of 
losses. The PIB will be prepared during RP updating to reflect the general situation during RP 
implementation.   

38. The commune level meetings will include the following: 

(i) Brief information about the Project and costs/benefits to economic development of 
the country 

(ii) Establishment of the transmission lines links to the rural areas 
(iii) Different methods for assistance 
(iv) Entitlement matrix and types of assistance for all affected families   
(v) Explanation of the Grievance Redress Mechanism 

 
39. The consultation meetings will be attended by APs, commune/village leaders, and 
women. Q&A will be recorded in the minutes of meetings.  

40. EDC representatives and contractor will interact with the affected people during the pre-
survey for identifying the location of the poles. 
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IX. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

41. If APs disagree with assistance options, they may present their questions or complaints 
to the local administrative officials and grievance committees either in person or in writing. A 
grievance redress mechanism has been established for the project as follows (as included in 
PIB). Nothing in the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) stops complainants from resolving 
the issue through the Cambodian legal system if dissatisfied with the outcome of the GRM.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X. MONITORING 

42. The central role of monitoring activities will be to ensure that all compensation 
payments/arrangements including any negotiated settlements are based on meaningful 
consultation with affected persons, including those without legal title to assets. A negotiated 
settlement will offer adequate and fair price for land and/or other assets. EDC will ensure 
that any negotiations with displaced persons openly address the risks of asymmetry of 
information and bargaining power of the parties involved in such transactions.  

43. The PIC will document the negotiation and settlement processes. EDC will agree with 
ADB on consultation processes, policies, and laws that are applicable to such transactions; 
third-party validation; mechanisms for calculating the replacement costs of land and other 

STEP 2: The District office has 15 days within which to resolve the complaint 
to the satisfaction of all concerned. If the complaints cannot be solved in this 
stage, the District office will bring the case to the Provincial Grievance 
Redress Committee.   

STEP 3: Provincial Grievance Redress Committee meets with you and tries to 
resolve the situation. Within 30 days of your grievance submission the 
Committee must make a written decision and submit copies to Social, 
Environment and Public Relations Unit of the Electricité du Cambodge, and to 
you. 

STEP 1: 

Present your complaint or grievance in writing to the Village or Commune 
Chief. The Village or Commune Chief will be obliged to provide immediate 
written confirmation of receiving the complaint and also to advise the Social, 
Environment and Public Relations Unit of EDC. If after 15 days you do not 
hear from the Village or Commune Chief, or if you are not satisfied with the 
decision taken by the first stage, you may bring the complaint to the District 
Office. 
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assets affected; and record-keeping requirements. (ADB SPS Safeguard Requirements 2, 
para 25). These arrangements are to be documented in the updated RP. Quarterly 
resettlement monitoring reports shall be issued to ADB. 
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